GROWTH EQUITY REVIEW
Third Quarter 2014
A “TINA” Stock Market
PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY
On May 22, 1980, Conservative British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, in the Daily Telegraph,
opined that free markets, free trade, and capitalist globalization were necessary to stem the
advances of socialism and return the United Kingdom to prosperity. Her strong declaration,
“There is no alternative,” morphed into the acronym TINA which became the rallying cry of
neoliberalism….and her nickname.
Today, in a period of global geopolitical disruptions and erratic economic recoveries, investors, here
and abroad, are attracted to the stability of the US stock and bond markets, also sensing “there is
no alternative.”
The resultant positive investment flows from abroad and a preference for equities by US investors
have caused our financial markets to steadily advance in the face of subpar domestic economic
growth and the ending of the Federal Reserve’s extended period of unconventional easing. There
are few signs of this trend reversing or of a quelling in the rallying cry of the bulls, “TINA.”
Equity returns, as measured by the S&P 500, in the third quarter were +1.1%, bringing the year to
date advance to +8.3%. During the quarter, strength was in large capitalization, quality companies
with healthcare and information technology leading. Weakness was seen in energy (soft oil prices)
and utilities (rising interest rate fears).
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PORTFOLIO COMMENTARY
Vertex (VRTX) had a very good quarter (up 19%) on announcements of further breakthroughs in
the treatment of Cystic Fibrosis and we expect more good news in the future. The rails have been
very strong all year and have benefitted from both the economic recovery and more directly from
the boom in US energy. Oil must and will be shipped via rail for the next several years until
pipelines can be built. Hence, Union Pacific (UNP) was up 9%. American Movil (AMX), which we
added to the portfolio late in Q1, was up 21% in the quarter. They are selling assets in Mexico and
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redeploying them in other high growth, global markets. United Continental (UAL), which was
purchased in Q2, responded well to increased demand, high load factors, firm fares and lower
trending fuel costs. Accordingly, it was up 14%. Intel (INTC) had a good quarter and rose 13%.
Cytori Therapeutics (CTYX) was down 73% and understandably was a significant disappointment.
Thus, we closed out our position. Please see further comments on changes to the portfolio below.
FMC Corp (FMC) was down 20% on concerns of a late, wet spring and weak fertilizer sales.
Corning (GLW), which performed well earlier in the year, has continued to consolidate and was
down12% in the quarter. The company reported strong revenues, but sales of Gorilla glass for
mobile devices was lower than expected in the quarter and the stock has been pressured over
concerns of future sales to Apple and possibly others. We have written that we are invested in
GLW for its ability to transform glass from a rigid to a flexible bendable state. This will redefine
the use of glass and provide major new marketing opportunities. While demand for LEDs
continues to expand, CREE Inc. (CREE) was down 18% on concerns of price competition from
Chinese manufacturers for low end LED’s leading to margin concerns. Qualcomm (QCOM) was
off 6% in the quarter.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY
We have been using Vodafone (VOD) as a source of cash for the purchase of new names and sold
our 1% position in the quarter to purchase Dish Networks (DISH). Dish, while commonly thought
of as provider of pay-television services with an extensive list of channel offerings, interests us in its
ownership of very valuable spectrum. We feel this value is not currently recognized in its stock
price. As investors, we look to management to build enterprise value over time. Charlie Ergen has
assembled significant broadband spectrum and history has shown that he has the capability and
capacity to find a way to fully realize its value.
Cytori (CYTX) is a stem cell development company rich in intellectual property. We see stem cells
as an extremely promising investment opportunity and invested in CYTX on that premise.
However, we are concerned by certain enterprise aspects of the company. Almost a year ago,
CYTX received an infusion of capital from an extremely wealthy Asian family and we believed the
company’s financial standing to be secured accordingly. A recent warrant offering and the price
action of the stock has given us a cause to consider otherwise. We are taking a tax loss in the stock
and will await further developments in the company. We may well reestablish a position in CYTX
if the internal aspects improve, as there is still great potential value there.

MARKET COMMENTARY
After advancing for over five years, there is a supposition among forecasters that the bull market
has reached maturity and they have begun to warn of its imminent demise. While the premise of
TINA is still bullishly reflected in their equity weightings, guardedly they search for reasons to
reverse course and seek the safety of reduced exposure.
In our second quarter commentary, we addressed their perception that rising interest rates would
abort the economic recovery and bring an end to the bull market. Our conclusion was that, while
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interest rates would rise over time, the ascent would be moderate and economic risks minimal.
Easy foreign central bank policies, global fund flows and the diverse nature of US bondholders’
investment objectives would combine to dampen the degree of the upward move.
Lately, cautious investors are becoming increasingly fearful of an impending and potentially
meaningful decline in corporate profitability. With operating margins at a cyclical high of nearly
9.5% and tepid top line revenue growth, the concerned feel a reversion something closer to the
mean margin of 6% is on the horizon; a scenario not friendly to the economy or the equity market.
However, an analysis of the major cost components determining corporate profitability does not
affirm the fears of imminent, deleterious escalations.
1. Labor: In spite of the recent drop in the unemployment rate, wage inflation pressures do not
appear to be threatening. Presently, the interaction between the weakness of labor unions,
economic globalization, domestic underemployment and innovation/productivity improvements
provides headwinds to rapid wage rate acceleration.
2. Raw Materials: The combination of sub-par global growth and new supplies (especially US
energy) should keep commodity prices well contained.
3. Interest Cost: The outlook for moderately rising interest rates combined with a lengthening of the
duration of debt on corporate balance sheets should mitigate any sharp cost escalation.
4. Taxes: While there is growing pressure from the government on corporate tax abuses, there is a
general understanding that the relatively high US corporate tax rate is non-competitive on a
global basis. So dramatic tax code changes are not currently anticipated. Eventual reform would
not reduce corporate payments and most likely would be accretive to the Treasury; but not
meaningfully so.
Over the next few years, prospects for the trends in the “costs of doing business” do not appear to
be worrisome. With stable profit margins and moderately growing revenues, the outlook is for a
continuation of a historically high level of absolute profit generation. This will have a very positive
impact on American corporations:
1. The building excess cash flows can be employed in share buy backs, increased dividends and
merger and acquisition activities.
2. Already strong balance sheets can be fortified.
3. An acceleration of business expansion can occur through increased capital spending and new
hiring.
4. The anticipated ongoing decline in energy prices, as the result of the dramatic growth in US
energy production/conservation, can continue to exert an increasingly positive influence on our
inflation, growth and employment, balance of trade, and global manufacturing competitiveness.
The simulative effects of these financial and operating improvements bode well for the overall
economy and stock market. Thus, we maintain our positive stance on the US equities.
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DISCLOSURES:
Princeton Capital Management, Inc., ("Princeton") is an independent investment management firm registered with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission based in Princeton, NJ.
The Growth Equity composite was created on January 1, 1993, representing actual separately managed taxable and taxexempt equity client portfolios managed on a discretionary basis according to Princeton's Growth Equity investment strategy
without client restrictions for the period(s) indicated.
Performance results are calculated internally using Advent portfolio accounting software. Accounts are included in each composite
and its performance at the beginning of the first full calendar month in which the account is fully reflective of the investment strategy.
Performance and index valuations and calculations include cash and cash equivalents and also include the reinvestment of
dividends, interest and other earnings and are computed and stated in US dollars. All performance figures for periods one year and
greater are annualized. Returns are weighted for the size of each underlying account. Net returns are reported net of management
fees and commissions. A client's return will be reduced by our advisory fees and other expenses a client may incur in the
management of the client's portfolio. Our advisory fees are disclosed in our Form ADV 2A. Also, there is a compounding effect of
advisory fees over time on the value of a client's portfolio. As an example, the deduction of investment management fees would
reduce the annualized return for the five years ended December 2013 from 21.2% to 20.0%. Actual investment advisory fees
incurred by clients may vary.
The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index generally considered to be representative of the US stock market as a whole.
The Russell 3000 Growth Index is an unmanaged index that measures the performance of the broad growth segment of
the US equity universe. These indices are unmanaged and include the reinvestment of dividends and earnings. Individuals
cannot invest directly in any of these indices.
Performance results, and advisory fees, for individual client portfolios will vary due to the timing of investments,
additions/withdrawals of funds, diversification guidelines, length of relationship, and size of positions, among other reasons. For
additional information about the performance of the composite or our current fee schedules, please contact Princeton Capital
Management.
Any securities listed in this material do not represent all the investments purchased, sold or recommended for client accounts by our
Firm and may only be a representative list. Our investments and recommendations may and do change from time to time or at any
time. Individual portfolios may have different characteristics due to a portfolio’s start date, particular client needs, portfolio manager
preferences, or other factors. The securities listed have been selected on an objective and non-performance based criteria. One
should not assume that an investment in any of the listed securities was or will be profitable or equal the performance of the
securities listed. Princeton offers to provide a list of all recommendations for the prior one year period on request.
The stocks named as the top or bottom contributors to performance for the period are based on a model portfolio structured to
represent the Core Equity composite. Further detail on the contribution to performance calculation, which takes into consideration
the weighting of every holding in the representative account, as well as a list showing every holding’s contribution to performance for
the period, is available by contacting Princeton Capital Management at info@pcminvest.com
PAST PERFORMANCE SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED AS A GUARANTEE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE
Princeton Capital Management claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®).
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